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ABSTRACT
RECURSION IN LANGUAGE AND NUMBER: IS THERE A RELATIONSHIP?
SEPTEMBER 2020
DIEGO FERNANDO GUERRERO LOPEZ
B.A., UNIVERSITY OF VALLEY, CALI-COLOMBIA
M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS-AMHERST
DIRECTED BY: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR JOONKOO PARK

Numbers are an important part of the cultural knowledge in the modern world. Its use is fundamental in
the conception and development of modern science. There are different sets of numbers called numerical
systems. The most frequently used numerical system is the set of natural numbers that is composed of
positive integers. Natural numbers have several forms to express the cardinality; the most frequently used
is the base-10 number system, it represents the number using base quantities and powers of ten. For
example, the current calendar year could be expressed as 2018 ; it’s notation describes the additive and
multiplicative composition of base quantities and powers of ten (i.e., 2*103 + 0*102 + 1*101 + 8*100).
Also, we can use the notation 11111100010 (i.e., 1*210 + 1*29 + 1*28 + 1*27 + 1*26 + 1*25 + 0*24 +
0*23 + 0*22 + 1*21 + 0*20) to express the same calendar year in base-2. Base number systems express
cardinal values using addition and multiplication (two operations defined in natural numbers). However,
even if the base-10 system looks close to the human experience; it is an abstract form that requires an
external representation to communicate cardinal values. An example of these external representations are
cardinal numbers, for example, the number 2018 is represented in English using the words two thousand
eighteen, but in Spanish, the cardinal number dos mil dieciocho is used.
Cardinal numbers are a particular case in childhood development because it is the first exposure that
children have to the natural numbers. Then the properties of the cardinal numbers could be an essential
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part of children's number comprehension. But one question arises in this frame: What are the children's
capacities that permit the children to understand cardinal numbers? One possibility that is proposed in the
field of number cognition is that children’s comprehension of recursion in language triggers the
acquisition of natural numbers. For some authors, recursion is an operation that is shared between natural
numbers (specifically, cardinal numbers) and language (Barner, 2017; Cheung et al., 2017; Yang, 2016).
In this study, we explore the relationship between recursion in language and cardinal numbers. To do so,
we study the comprehension of recursive genitives and the production of cardinal numbers in Englishspeaking and Mandarin-speaking children. The results suggest an association in Mandarin-speaking
children, but not in English-speaking children. While these empirical results are inconclusive, I provide a
theoretical analysis that gives some insights into how the structure of cardinal numbers could be defined
using the concept of recursion.
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CHAPTER 1
CARDINAL NUMBERS AND RECURSION
Number, base systems, external and internal representations
The successor
Natural numbers are an infinite set. The properties of the set and its elements could be defined
using different formalisms. The most used is the Peano’s Axioms.
The first axiom states that the constant 1 is a natural number:
1. 1 is a natural number.
Peano’s Axioms use a successor function S(n) to define the properties of the set:
2. For every natural number n, S(n) is a natural number.
3. For all-natural numbers m and n, m = n if and only if S(m) = S(n). That is, S is an
injection.1
4. For every natural number n, S(n) = 0 is false. That is, there is no natural number whose
successor is 0.
The former axioms define the function and generate the number 2, but these axioms do not imply
that other natural number different from one have a successor. To generate all the natural numbers an
axiom of induction is required:
5. If K is a set such that: 1 is in K, and for every natural number n, n being in K implies that
S(n) is in K, then K contains every natural number.
The former axioms define the arithmetic properties of the set of the natural numbers and addition
and multiplication could be derived from it. But these axioms do not constrain the properties of the
external representations systems that are used to represent the set of natural numbers.

1

This function never maps different elements in the domain with the same element in the codomain. Two different natural
numbers do not have the same successor at least they are equal (i.e., n = m).

1

Base 10 number system

Number as an abstract entity requires a system to represent cardinality2. One of the historical
technologies developed for mathematicians to represent Number are the base systems. These systems are
composed of base quantities, powers, and two operations defined for natural numbers (i.e., addition and
multiplication). The base quantities represent cardinal values which are not defined for arithmetic
operations. For example, in a base-10 system, ten cardinal values are defined starting in the null quantity
(i.e., zero) until the cardinal value 9. A base-2 system defines two base quantities, the null quantity and
the cardinal value 1. The power represents the size of the groups used to represent quantities. In a base10 system, the cardinal 10 is represented using 1 group of ten. The cardinal 10 is defined as the base
quantity 1 times 10 raised to the power of 1 (i.e., 1*101). In a base 2 system, the cardinal 10 is represented
as 1010 which correspond to 1 times 2 raised to the power of 3 (i.e., 1*23) plus 1 times 2 raised to the
power of 1 (i.e., 1*21). The operations could generate new cardinal values using the combinatorial
properties of the base quantities and the powers. The base systems permit the representation of the
cardinal value of any natural number.
External representations of number
The most common external representations used to represent the base-10 number system are
Arabic3 numerals and cardinal numbers4. Arabic numerals represent the basic quantities using 10
notations (graphemes for 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 0) and a positional-spatial rule (called place value) to
represents the power of ten. In Arabic numerals, the right-most position represents the group of 1 or 10
raised to the power of 0 (i.e., 100), the second (from the right-most) position represents the group of 10 or
10 raised to the power of 1 (i.e., 101), the third position represents the group of 100 (102 or 10 groups of
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I assume cardinality as the measure of the elements in a set.
I use the most traditional label Arabic instead the historical motivated Hindu-Arabic.
4 Specifically, cardinal numbers in the base-10 system. Because even number words in languages that do not use base-10 or
numbers without base are defined as cardinal numbers. In this document, the expression cardinal number refers to cardinal
numbers in the base-10 system unless otherwise noted.
3
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10) and so on. Thus, the cardinal value 451 (i.e., 4*102 + 5*101 + 1*100) is represented using the notation
451.
The second external representational system is cardinal numbers, or cardinal number words.
Cardinal numbers use lexical primitives and grammar rules to represent the base-10 number system.
Lexical primitives are used to represent the basic quantities (called digits, see table 1), and to represent
the powers of ten (called multipliers, see table 2 and 3). Numbers between 1 and 9 are represented using
lexical primitives that do not reflect a subjacent arithmetic operation (see table 1).
The external representation for numbers between 10 to 19 varies according to the regularity of the
language (see table 2). In regular languages, there is exact correspondence between the base-10 system
and cardinal numbers. For example, cardinal numbers in Mandarin use the sequence multiplier-digit to
produce a complex cardinal number (1). Spanish use a similar structure for numbers between 16 and 19.
The prefix represents the group of ten (i.e., multiplier) and a suffix represents cardinal values between 6
and 9 (2). In English as in Spanish, the structure prefix-suffix is used but the relationship is inverse, the
prefix represents cardinal values between 6 to 9, and the suffix the group of ten (3).
1) Multiplier-Digit (shí yī): The multiplier represents 10 (shí) and digit the cardinal 1 (yī)
2) Prefix-Suffix (dieciseis): The prefix (i.e., dieci) represents 10, and the suffix the cardinal 6
(seis)
3) Prefix-Suffix (sixteen): The prefix represents the cardinal 6 (six) and the suffix 10 (teen)
Decades between 20 to 90 are represented using digit and multiplier (see table 3). In Mandarin,
the sequence digit-multiplier is used. In English and Spanish, the structure prefix-suffix is used. In both
cases, the prefix indicates the cardinal values between 1 and 9 (i.e., digit) and the suffix represents the
group of 10 (i.e., multiplier). In English, the prefix for the values 20, 30, 40, 50 are derived from the base
forms 2 (i.e., twen- for two), 3 (i.e., thir- for three), 4 (i.e., for- for four), and 5 (i.e., fif- for five). In the
cardinal values 60, 70, 80, and 90 the prefix corresponds to the base forms 6, 7, 8, and 9 (i.e., six, seven,
eight, and nine respectively). In Spanish, the prefix for the values 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, and 90 are
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derived from the base forms 3 (i.e., tre- from tres), 4 (i.e., cuar- from cuatro), 5 (i.e., cincu- from cinco), 6
(i.e., ses- from seis), 7 (i.e., set- from siete), 8 (i.e., och- from ocho), and 9 (i.e., nov- from nueve).
The complex numbers that imply an additive operation between groups of ten and base quantities
are represented using digit and multiplier. In Mandarin, these complex numbers are represented using the
sequence digit-multiplier-digit (4). In English, the sequence prefix-suffix-digit is used (5). In Spanish, the
sequence prefix-suffix-conjunction-digit is used (6).
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

Digit-multiplier-digit:
Prefix-suffix-digit:
Prefix-suffix-conjunction-digit:
Digit-multiplier-zero-digit:
Digit-multiplier-digit:
Multiplier-digit:

Sì shí yī [4 1]
For-ty-one [41]
Cuar-enta y uno [41]
Yī bǎi líng yī [101]
One hundred one [101]
Ciento uno [101]

The representation of cardinal values between 100 and 109 differ between languages (see table
4). In Mandarin, the sequence digit-multiplier-zero-digit represents these cardinal numbers (7). English
speakers used the sequence digit-multiplier-digit (8). In Spanish, the multiplier-digit sequence is used (9).
For the cardinal value 110, Mandarin use the first digit (i.e., yī) to represent the number of groups of 100
(i.e., bǎi), and the second digit represents the number of groups of 10 (i.e., yī). In English, the first digit
(i.e., one) represents the number of groups of 100 (i.e., hundred), and the second multiplier (i.e., ten)
represent the cardinal value 10. In Spanish, the multiplier (i.e., ciento) represents the cardinal value 100
and the second multiplier (i.e., diez) represents the cardinal value 10.

Grammar rules for complex cardinal numbers
Hurford (2007) states that all developed numeral systems share a set of phrase structure rules
(10). These rules are the binary grammatical operations to build numbers using lexical elements (i.e.,
digits and multipliers) or categories (i.e., Phrase and Number). According to Hurford, the category
Number could be projected as: 1) A digit (10a) which corresponds to the words one, two, three, four, five,
six, seven, eight, and nine; 2) As a Phrase (10b), cien for the value 100 (in Spanish); or 3) as Phrase
4

Number (10b). The Phrase could be projected as Number M, in English the expression two hundred. The
parenthesis in (10) indicates that the category is not obligatory.
10) a) Number →
b) Number →
c) Phrase →

Digit
Phrase (Number)5
(Number) M

Regular languages such as Mandarin better reflects the base-10 system’s operations than irregular
languages such as English or Spanish. For example, Numbers 12 and 20 are expressed as twelve and
twenty in English. In Mandarin, the same numbers correspond to shí èr (i.e., ten two) and èr shí (i.e., two
ten). In English, twelve is a new number word that must be learned by rote. Conversely, in Mandarin, the
Cardinal Number shí èr follows Hurford's phrase structure rules (11).
11) Number
Phrase
Number
M
Digit

→
→
→
→
→

Phrase Number
M
Digit
Shí
Èr

The syntactical structure of the cardinal number shí èr represents the addition between the
Numbers 10 and 2. In the case of 20, twenty in English is composed by the prefix twen- that is a
derivation of two and for the suffix -ty that is a multiplier. In Chinese, the cardinal number èr shí
represents a multiplicative composition (12).
12) Number
Phrase
Number
Digit
M

5

→
→
→
→
→

Phrase
Number M
Digit
Èr
Shí

The parenthesis is used for a non-mandatory category.(Hurford, 1987)
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In English, cardinal numbers have a regular structure in hundreds and thousands. For example, in
English, the Number 2600 has a structure that reflects the subjacent additive and multiplicative
compositions (fig. 1).
Hurford (1975) proposes that TEENS and TENS follow the same Phrase structure rules that
complex cardinal numbers follow (see fig.1) plus two additionally rules: I-Deletion and lexicalization of
[ten]; and Switch. Figure 2 shows that the step between 2a and 2b implies the deletion of the number and
the lexicalization of the multiplier. Switch implies the movement of the number and the phrase (i.e., from
b to c in fig. 2).
Number acquisition

Number acquisition theories state that the abstract rule of the successor is the conceptual change
necessary to understand natural numbers. Some authors state that the successor rule is acquired (Carey,
2004; Le Corre & Carey, 2007, 2008) or activated (Leslie, Gelman, & Gallistel, 2008) in simplex cardinal
numbers (i.e., digits) and it is generalized to complex cardinal numbers. Another theoretical perspective
states that the comprehension of the rules to produce complex cardinal numbers drives the acquisition of
the successor rule (Barner, 2017; Cheung, Rubenson, & Barner, 2017; Yang, 2016). These theories have
in common the idea that the successor rule is the core knowledge to acquire the natural numbers.
Number acquisition of simplex numbers and the successor rule

Continuity and discontinuity theories are the two main types of approaches developed to explain
how children acquire the meaning of cardinal numbers. Explanatory continuity theories state that number
knowledge is an intrinsic property of the human mind and the counting principles are part of ancient
evolutionary mechanisms (Dehaene, 2001; Gallistel & Gelman, 2005). Explanatory discontinuity theories
suggest that number meaning is acquired by the combination of attentional and linguistic mechanisms
(Carey, 2004; Le Corre & Carey, 2007, 2008). Although these two types of explanations are the dominant
6

perspective in numerical cognition, in recent years some of their assumptions have been questioned.
Explanatory continuity theory has difficulty explaining how an approximate representation could
represent a discrete quantity, which is the main feature of integers. Explanatory discontinuity theory fails
to explain how the acquisition of the counting principles is supported by the successor rule (i.e., N + 1
rule) when some children do not exhibit it in numbers that they already know (Cheung et al., 2017).
Continuity and discontinuity theories use the cardinal meaning as the most influential aspect of
the origin of natural number knowledge. Continuity theories state that the approximate number system
(ANS) is a system which represents the magnitude of a set (Elizabeth M. Brannon, 2005; Dehaene, 2001;
Gallistel & Gelman, 2005; Gelman & Meck, 1983; Piazza, Pinel, Le Bihan, & Dehaene, 2007).
Discontinuity theories (Carey, 2004; Le Corre & Carey, 2007, 2008) state that the comparison between
cardinals of one, two, and three generates the successor rule. Continuity and discontinuity theories use
two routes to explain the acquisition of number meaning: reorganization or acquisition. For continuity
theories, learning is the product of restructuring the innate representational system, such as mapping the
symbols (e.g., cardinal numbers) to the ANS (Brannon, 2005; Dehaene, 2001; Gallistel, 1990; Gelman &
Meck, 1983; Piazza et al., 2007). For discontinuity theories, developing the number meaning results in
the acquisition of a new number system from nonnumerical representations (Carey, 2004; Le Corre &
Carey, 2007, 2008; Piantadosi, Tenenbaum, & Goodman, 2012).
For Gallistel (1990), humans and other primates process numerosities of sets and arithmetic
operations using the ANS. Studies in nonhuman primates (Brannon & Terrace, 1998, 2000; Smith, Piel,
& Candland, 2003) and preverbal infants (Loosbroek & Smitsman, 1990; Starkey & Cooper, 1980;
Starkey, Spelke, & Gelman, 1990) support the idea of this preverbal representation of number. Brannon
and Terrace (1998, 2000) showed that three Rhesus monkeys were trained to discriminate ordinality sets
between one and four objects and generalized this order knowledge to sets with more objects. Similarly,
Smith et al. (2003) showed that an adult female Squirrel monkey and an adult male Hamadryas baboon
learned to order numerosities between one and four, and both generalized this learning to sets between
7

five to nine objects. In humans, Starkey and Cooper (1980) found that 5-month-old babies could
discriminate between two and three, and between four and six flashes of light. Starkey et al. (1990)
showed that 7-month-old babies distinguished between two and four flashes of light. Loosbroek and
Smitsman (1990) found that 5-, 8-, and 13-month-old children differentiated between two and three
objects, and between three and four objects, and 13-month-old children discriminated between four and
five objects. Gelman and Meck (1983) studied one-to-one correspondence and stable order principles in
3-, 4-, and 5-year-old children. They found that 3-year-olds children detect violations of the principles of
counting in others, even before acquiring the counting principles. Gelman and Meck (1983) argue that
children’s number competence appears before they can count.
One of the interpretations of the aforementioned results is the existence of an evolutionary
continuity in numerical knowledge (Brannon, 2005; Dehaene, 2001). Brannon and Dehaene's main
assumption is that quantitative reasoning is a phylogenetic competence shared between species which was
developed by natural selection. For Dehaene (2001) and Gallistel and Gelman (2005), numerosities are
mentally represented using the ANS. According to this explanation, the primate nervous system
possesses a mechanism similar to an energy accumulator that is activated after the presentation of a set of
objects (Brysbaert, 2004). For Dehaene (2001) and (Gallistel & Gelman, 1992), the learning of numbers
is the result of mapping cardinal numbers to the ANS. Gallistel (1990) states that the cardinal numbers of
the counting sequence have the same structure of the ANS, and the isomorphism between the two systems
facilitates the acquisition of the meaning of the cardinal numbers. These theories suggest that learning is
more of a reorganization of previous knowledge rather than the acquisition of a new representational
system (Rips, Asmuth, & Bloomfield, 2013).
Le Corre and Carey (2007) studied the origin of counting principles in 3-, 4-, and 5-year-old
children using counting and estimation tasks. They found that children acquire the meaning of cardinal
numbers progressively. First, children understand the cardinal meaning of one, following with the
cardinal numbers two and three. Second, they generalize this knowledge to cardinal numbers four, five,
8

and six and simultaneously comprehend the purpose of counting. Third, children link their cardinal
knowledge with the ANS. For Le Corre and Carey, the acquisition of number meaning is independent of
the ANS, because according to their results mapping the cardinal numbers to the ANS occurs later than
the acquisition of counting principles.
Carey (2004) states that number meaning acquisition is the result of the simultaneous processing
of sets by the object file mechanism and the processing of the quantifiers and cardinal numbers present in
the natural language. According to Carey (2004), the object file system is an attentional mechanism,
associated with working memory, which allows children to compare sets of objects without an explicit
representation of magnitude (Carey, 2004; Le Corre & Carey, 2007, 2008). Le Corre and Carey (2007)
state that when a child observes a set of one object, the object file mechanism stores an abstract
representation in working memory, while the child hears simultaneously the cardinal number one, which
corresponds to the quantity of the set. Children continue having these experiences between the ages of
three and five years, and this repetitive phenomenon drives them to bootstrap the meaning of the number
words. Explanatory discontinuity theories state that the acquisition of number word meaning is the result
of a Quinian bootstrapping from the human visuospatial capacity to discriminate between one, two, and
three objects and syntactic processing of quantifiers and cardinal numbers in the natural language (Carey,
2004; Le Corre & Carey, 2007, 2008).
Criticism of the Models
Continuity theories have been criticized for the difference between ANS and number symbols.
ANS is a continuous non-precise representation, and number symbols are discrete and precise. These
differences imply that there is not a correspondence between the two systems. Then, to explain the
mapping, it is necessary to include a new mechanism, which calibrates the approximate value in ANS in a
precise value in cardinal numbers (Leslie et al., 2008). Leslie et al. propose an innate integer generator,
which includes the recursive rule of the successor (i.e., N+1). If explanatory continuity theories include
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the innate generator mechanisms, the integrated model consists of two innate preverbal representations for
each number (i.e., N+1 and ANS). However, if the generator of integers is innate, the new model does
not explain why children’s acquisition of the meaning of numbers one, two, and three occurs in 3 or 4year-old children and not in former ages. Also, if the integer generator has the precise meaning of one,
and it could generate new numbers by the N + 1 rule, then the ANS is not necessary for the acquisition of
the integers.
Discontinuity theories state that number meaning is the result of a series of inferences in
children’s minds. Children listen to adult utterances of singular expression (e.g., “look at the cat,” “a
cat,” “a dog”) or the word one, and simultaneously the object file system builds an arbitrary one-member
set in working memory (e.g., {o1}). Children conclude that one is the label which represents all the sets
of one object. They acquire the meaning of two by a similar process, listening to the word two and
sustaining in working memory the abstract representation of two objects (e.g., {o1} {o1}). Children
acquire word three by the same process. Finally, through the comparison of the cardinalities of one, two,
and three in the counting process, children infer that to the increase one element in working memory
representation there is simultaneously a change of a word in the counting sequence. Then, children
comprehend that the increment of one (i.e., between one and two, and two and three) is the origin of the
successor rule (n+1).
If object file mechanisms have a maximum capacity to maintain the attention of three objects,
then the object file could support the acquisition of one, two and three. The meaning of the word one is
acquired first because the English language distinguishes between singular and plural. However, if the
meaning of two and three comes after acquiring the meaning of one and before acquiring the successor
rule, the model does not explain why children always acquire the meaning of two before they acquire the
meaning of three. The object file system can support two or three objects, and the English language does
not identify the dual and triad with a special marker; therefore, there is no reason two is acquired before
three. Additionally, Carey's continuity theory states that children acquire the successor rule, around 5
10

years of age, when they understand the cardinal value of numbers five and six (Carey, 2009). However,
according to Cheung et al., (2017) in a recent study, the mastery of the successor rule is evident in
children who are 7 years or older.

Acquisition of complex cardinal numbers
In developmental psychology, three perspectives could be identified in the study of the complex
cardinal number acquisition: 1) Cardinal numbers as an object of study independent of its relationship
with other mathematical objects (Gervasoni, 2003; Gould, 2017); 2) Cardinal numbers as a case of
recursion in language that drives to the acquisition of recursion in number (Barner, 2017; Cheung et al.,
2017; Yang, 2016); 3) Cardinal numbers as a base-10 external representational system which facilitate the
comprehension of mathematical concepts (Lefevre, Clarke, & Stringer, 2002; Leybaert & Van Cutsem,
2002; Miller & Stigler, 1987).
Gervasoni (2003) found that when first-grade Australian children learn the counting sequence
their most common stopping points were the cardinal numbers 39 (thirty-nine) and 109 (one hundred
nine). In a similar study, Gould (2017) found that during the fifth week of school kindergartener tend to
stop in the cardinal numbers 13 (thirteen) and 14 (fourteen). At the tenth week, the same children tend to
stop in the cardinal numbers 12 (twelve), 29 (twenty-nine), 39 (thirty-nine) and 109 (one hundred nine).
According to Gould, these patterns could be explained using the grammar of cardinal numbers. In
English, cardinal numbers 11 and 12 are new words, but 13 (thirteen) starts a new structure prefix-suffix
that represent cardinal value and multiplier, respectively. In tens, 30 (thirty), 40 (forty) and 50 (fifty) are
the irregular complex cardinal numbers that follow the prefix-suffix pattern, because in 60 (sixty) the
prefix is a cardinal number (i.e., six). In 110 (one hundred ten), the rule used to produce tens is
inconsistent with the grammar in hundreds. In tens, after the cardinal number nine that represent the ones
(e.g., nine in twenty-nine or sixty-nine) the cardinal number 10 must be avoided (e.g., twenty-ten or sixty-
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ten). According to Gould, these irregularities are the reason why children tend to stop in 12, 13, 39, and
109 when use the counting sequence.
Barner (2017) states that children’s comprehension of the rules to produce complex cardinal
numbers is responsible for the acquisition of the successor rule. According to Barner, children acquire the
recursive rule of the successor (i.e., N+1) when they master the rules to produce complex cardinal
numbers in rote counting. Cheung et al. (2017) found that only the children that counted at least up to one
hundred are capable of comprehending that there is not a highest natural number, and that always is
possible add one to any number to generate a new natural number. According to Cheung et al. (2017),
these children could be considered as full infinity knowers because they understand the concept of
infinity. According these authors comprehending the idea of infinity implies that children have made the
inductive inference that the successor rule works in any numerical scale. For Cheung et al., these results
support the idea of the linguistic origin of number. Yang (2016) states that the acquisition of the recursive
rule of the successor is a consequence of the learning of the syntactical rules to produce complex cardinal
numbers. He argues that the acquisition of number rests in two core numerical representations (i.e., the
numbers one and two), and the capacity of predicting the next number. For Yang, the latter is an inductive
inference made for children, which consist in that the next number follows the same pattern that the
ordered sequence of cardinal numbers. According to Yang (2016) children who have a full
comprehension of the rules to produce complex cardinal numbers could understand the successor function
and generate the next number for any natural number.
The influence of the structure of cardinal numbers in the comprehension of number has been
shown in cross-linguistic studies. Comparing two languages that use the base-10 number system, Miller
and Stigler (1987) found that Chinese children count significantly higher than American children. Also,
Lefevre, Clarke, and Stringer (2002) showed that Canadian English-speaking children master the counting
sequence before their French-speaking peers. Comparing base-5 with base-10 number system, Leybaert
and van Cutsem (2002) found that deaf children that use Belgian sign language have more difficulties
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learning the counting sequence compared with Belgian French-speaking children. These studies suggest
that numerical systems with more regularities facilitate the acquisition of the counting sequence and the
comprehension of the number.
The above studies enlighten some critical aspects about the acquisition of complex cardinal
numbers. First, we know that changes in the rules to produce the cardinal numbers have an impact on its
acquisition (Gervasoni, 2003; Gould, 2017). Second, counting skills are predictors of abstract properties
of natural numbers (Cheung et al., 2017). Third, regularities in the cardinal numbers influence the pace in
the acquisition of numerical concepts in the base-10 number system (Lefevre et al., 2002; Leybaert & van
Cutsem, 2002; Miller & Stigler, 1987). However, these studies do not explore the mechanisms that drive
the acquisition of numerical concepts.
A recent study explored the acquisition of the rules to produce complex cardinal numbers and
their relationship with the base system operations. (Cheung, Dale, & Corre, 2016) have explored the
precursors of the acquisition of the syntactical rules using cardinal numbers that represent a Base-3
Number System. They studied how 4 to 6.5-year-old Chinese and American children acquired a
Multiplier in base 3, and how they used it in a Phrase (i.e., in the merge of Number and Multiplier).
During the modelling phase, the researchers showed to the children a picture with a set of 3 elements
(e.g., houses) and explained the content of it. To explain the size of the sets in the picture the
experimenter used a pseudoword embedded in Noun-Phrases in two conditions: As a bare Multiplier (e.g.,
This is gobi houses), or as a Phrase (e.g., There is one gobi houses). In the training phase, the researchers
showed a picture with two characters, each one is the owner of a quantity, one of these quantities was
always 3. Simultaneously, the researchers used a Wh-Phrase which includes a pseudoword in two
conditions: As a bare Multiplier (e.g., Who has gobi houses?), or as a Phrase (e.g., Who has one gobi
houses?). In this phase, the children obtained corrective feedback. For testing the generalization of the
Multiplier, the same procedure used in the training phase followed, but in this phase one of these
quantities was always 6. In this generalization phase, the researchers used a Wh-Phrase with the Phrase
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two gobi (i.e., Who has two gobi houses?). More than half of the children answered above the chance in
this phase. Neither age nor counting skills were predictors of children’s generalization behavior.
According to the authors, these results are evidence that young children understand the syntax of complex
numbers. This result show how children acquire syntactic rules to generate complex numbers and how
they understand the properties of a base system.
Recursion as a frame for complex numbers

Most of the number acquisition theories that support the successor as core knowledge in the
number domain state that there is a strong relationship between cardinal numbers and natural numbers
(Barner, 2017; Cheung et al., 2017; Yang, 2016). For these authors, the key factor is that both cardinal
numbers and natural numbers have the property of recursion. One of the possible origins of this
relationship is the so-called property of discrete infinity which is a consequence of recursion. Complex
cardinal numbers are built up of discrete units (i.e., lexical primitives such as digits and multipliers), and
there is not a theoretical limit for the number of units that could be used to produce a cardinal number6
(Hauser, Chomsky, & Fitch, 2002). For Hauser et al., (2002) the discrete infinity is analogues in language
and number.
In natural numbers, the cardinal value of any natural number different from 1 could be generated
in terms of previous value, using self-reference (Tomalin, 2006). The successor function is recursive
because it has a base case (13a) and a recursive step (13b). The recursive step permits the building of any
natural number.
13) (a) When n = 1, S(n) = 2
(b) When n = 2, S(n) = S(S(1)))
In language, recursion could be defined as the use of self-embedded categories to build
hierarchical structures. For example, a sentence could be embedded inside another, such as Michael thinks

6 Hauser

et al. (2002) made this argument about language but it could be applied to cardinal numbers.
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(that) [John is an awful person] or a Noun Phrase (NP) could be embedded in another NP, such as John’s
[father’s [friend’s hat] (Lobina, 2017). The former embedded structure is called indirect recursion and the
latter direct recursion. A series of rules that use a binary operation are defined to support the generative
structure of the language (14). Rule 14e supports the indirect recursion because it reintroduces the rule S
(14a). The rule 14d, return a NPs inside another NP, which is consider a direct recursion.
14) (a) S
(b) NP
(c) VP
(d) NP
(e) VP

→
→
→
→
→

NP VP
DN
V NP
N (NP)
VS

Hurford (2007) defines a set of binary rules (15) to build hierarchical structures. These rules as
the rules in language have the capacity of building deep structures using self-embedded categories or
recursion. Rule 15b allows direct recursion because it returns a Number inside other Number such as in
the cardinal number two thousand three hundred (16). Indirect recursion is generated by rule 15c.
According to Hurford, rule 15c could be interpreted as a multiplicative operation (i.e.,
Phrase[Number[Digit[two]] M[thousand]]

represents 2*1000) and the rule 15b represents an additive operation

(i.e., Number[Phrase[two thousand] Number[Digit[six]]] represents 2000 + 6).
15) (a) Number
(b) Number
(c) Phrase

→
→
→

Digit
Phrase (Number)
(Number) M

16) Number[Phrase[Number[Digit[two]] M[thousand]] Number[Phrase[Number[Digit[three]] M[hundred]]]

Cardinal numbers are generated by indirect and direct recursion of the category Number (15b and
15c). The category Number has its minimal projection in Digits (15a) which represents the lexical class of
the Ones (i.e., numbers words from one to nine). There is not a syntactic operation in cardinal numbers to
build the lexical class ones. Then, these must be considered as primitives in this representational system.
In contrast, in Peano’s axioms, the only number that may be defined as a primitive is the number 1, while
the rest of the natural numbers could be built using the successor function.
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The cardinal number two hundred is an example of indirect recursion (see Fig. 3a), the category
Number is used to build hierarchical structures (see Fig 3) in which the category Number (Number 2 in
Fig. 3a and 3b) is merged with the Multiplier. In this cardinal number, the merge operation represents the
multiplicative operation in a base system (2*102). The Number (Number 2 in Fig. 3) corresponds to the
basic quantity and the Multiplier (M in Fig. 3a and 3b) to the power of ten. In direct recursion (see Fig
3b), the category Number (Number 3) is embedded in Number (Number 1 in Fig. 3). This operation
reflects the additive operation in a base system (200+1).
The above linguistic operations in cardinal numbers do not have correspondence with the
successor function and the recursive rule to generate natural numbers. First, numbers between 2 to 9 could
be define using the successor function but this operation does not have parallel in the syntax of cardinal
numbers. Second, numbers such as 40 are defined using the same function (i.e., S (39) = 40) which does
not give any information about the categories in cardinal numbers. Instead, the linguistic operations have
a correspondence with the base 10 number system. This analysis suggests that the rules that generate the
self-embedded structures in natural numbers (13) and cardinal numbers (15) do not converge in the
successor function.
Recursion in language

According to some authors recursion is a uniquely human capacity (Everaert, Huybregts, Chomsky,
Berwick, & Bolhuis, 2015; Fukui, 2017; Hauser et al., 2002). This operation permits the building of
language structures using a binary operation that take X and Y forming Z (i.e., Z = {X, Y}). According to
bare phrase structure theory this capacity is implemented in the fundamental operation of Merge (Fukui,
2017). For Chomsky (2014), Merge “takes objects already constructed and forms from them a new object,
beginning with a set of atomic objects” (p. 7). For Ohta, Fukui, and Sakai (2013), Merge is “the structurebuilding operation, which combines two syntactic objects (words or phrases) to form a larger structure”
(p. e56230). (Fukui, 2017) states that Merge “recursively combine two syntactic objects (SOs) alfa, beta
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and form another SO” (p. 11). The above definitions have in common that Merge operations result in a
hierarchical structure which theoretically could be unbounded.
Merge is considered as the primary operation in language. The basic product of Merge is the
concatenation of two words7 (Roeper, 2011). Then any linguistic product that combines three words must
realize with a level of recursion (Roeper, 2011). At the most abstract level, merge is considered recursive
because it is an operation that uses its product and calls itself to concatenate new syntactical objects. But
the former perspective of recursion ignores labelling. According to the minimalist theory, labeling reflects
the dominance of one of the syntactic objects in the Merge operation. For example, Pinker and
Jackendoff, (2005) defines the result of recursion as “a constituent that contains a constituent of the same
kind” (p. 203). This definition of recursion establishes that the operation is not only in two unlabeled
syntactical objects, but requires the categories involve in the operation.
Using labeling as part of the language production there is a parsimonious way to characterize types
of recursion. Roeper (2011) defines at least three different types of recursion using the distance between
the categories in the hierarchical structure which is the product of the merge operations. Direct recursion,
which corresponds to structures in which the projection of the label corresponds to a category with the
same label (17). In indirect recursion, the projections of the category have different labels, but the same
category is reused in one of the projections of the daughters (18). And the third type are generalized
transformations.
17) X
NP

→
→

18) DP
Determiner
POSS

7

Y (X)
NP ((and) NP)
→ (Determiner) NP
→{ARTicle POSSessive}
→DP ‘s

Although, Fujita (2017) states that Merge is not only in charge of syntactical object but is the origin of the lexicon.
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The innateness of both operations (i.e., merge and labeling) has been argued in several studies that
explore the path of acquisition in child development. These studies explore children’s comprehension and
production of different recursive structures: Prepositional phrases (Roeper, 2011), genitives (Giblin,
Zhou, Bill, Shi, & Crain, 2019; Hollebrandse & Roeper, 2014; Roeper & Snyder, 2005; Roeper, 2011;
Terunuma & Nakato, 2018). The results showed a variation at the ages when children comprehend and
produce these different structures. These studies also showed that the comprehension of the structures is
progressive. For example, in genitives children started understanding and producing the non-recursive
level of it (e.g. dog’s hat), then they are able to produce and understand one level of recursion of the
category (e.g. dog’s cat’s hat), and finally they are capable of generating and comprehending sentences
that imply two or more levels of recursion (e.g., dog’s cat’s lion’s hat).
Terunnuma and Nakto found that Japanese speaking children at the age of 5-6 years understand one
level of recursion (e.g., What color is Orenji's hat's flower). Around 6.4 years old, they understand two
(e.g., What color is Midori's father's dog's hat?) or three levels of recursion (e.g., What color is Midori's
father's dog's hat's flower?). Giblin et al., (2019) found that 4 years old children English and Mandarin
speakers can produce one level of genitives (Gecko's koalas' hotdog).
The Present Study
Children are considered CP knowers around 3.5 and 4 years old (Le Corre & Carey, 2007, 2008),
and they reproduce complex numerals (Barrouillet, Thevenot, & Fayol, 2010) and count beyond one
hundred (Cheung et al., 2017) around at 5 years old. According to several authors children’s
comprehension of number is based on the operation of recursion in language (Barner, 2017; Cheung et al.,
2017; Yang, 2016). For these authors, the recursive structure of complex numerals triggers the
comprehension of the successor function. But they do not offer an operational definition of the type of
recursion in language which is related to recursion in number.
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There are at least two ways to define recursion using labeling as a criterion. The most abstract level
of recursion is the merge of three syntactical objects (Roeper, 2011) in which the category (i.e., the label)
of the lexical elements is not relevant. Then, there is recursion involving labeling. When labeling is
considered, the Merge operation implies the dominance of one of the syntactic objects (Roeper, 2018).
About the first type of recursion, there is evidence that children start to use phrases with more than two
words between 1.5 and 2 years old (Dubinsky & O’Grady, 2000). These results suggest that the recursive
operation that does not imply labeling of merging three words occurs one or two years before children are
considered CP-knowers. Thus, this operation could be necessary but not sufficient for children’s
acquisition of recursion in the number domain.
The relationship between the second type of recursion in language and number is not explored in the
current literature about number cognition. According to Hurford (2007), children must reuse the
categories of Number and Multiplier to build the hierarchical structure of a cardinal number. This
recursive process is theoretically the same that must be used when children produce or understand
recursion of different categories in language such as genitives of prepositional phrases. Previous studies
showed that 4- and 5-years old children understand one level of recursion of genitives (Giblin, Zhou, Bill,
Shi, Crain, 2019; Hollebrandse & Roeper, 2014; Roeper, 2011; Roeper & Snyder, 2005; Terunnuma &
Nakto, 2018). In this study, we want to explore if the production of complex numerals that require the
recursive use the lexical categories of number is related to the comprehension of the recursive use of the
possessives in language. To explore this relationship, we will assess children’s ability to produce complex
numerals in a counting task and to understand recursively embedded possessives in a sentence.
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CHAPTER 2
METHODS
Participants

Two samples were tested in this study: English-speaking children and Mandarin-speaking children.
Twenty-eight English-speaking children participated in the study (mean age = 6 years 8 months; range =
5;1-9;5; in school grades between preschool and 4th grade). Children’s school grade was adjusted by the
date of children’s participation in the study. For each month that the child passed in the school, 1/12 was
added to the school grade. For example, a child tested at the end of September was given an additional
1/12 of a grade and a child tested at the end of February was given an additional 6/12 of a school grade.
All were fluent native English speakers and had no history of developmental disability. Participants were
recruited from the Western Massachusetts Area and were tested at the University of Massachusetts
Amherst in the Cognitive and Developmental Neuroscience laboratory. Thirty Mandarin-speaking
children participated in the study (mean age = 5 years 7 months; range = 3;4-6;4; in preschool). All were
fluent native Mandarin speakers and had no history of developmental disability.
Procedure and Task

Children played the following two interactive games/tasks with the experimenter: The IntervalCounting task and the Recursion task in that order. The two tasks took approximately 25 minutes.
Interval-Counting. This task evaluated children’s knowledge about the abstract counting sequence,
similar to what was used in previous studies (Davidson, Eng, & Barner, 2012; Gould, 2017; Miller &
Stigler, 1987; Siegler & Robinson, 1982; Song & Ginsburg, 1988). Unlike previous studies, however, we
asked children to count within given intervals: from 15 to 24, from 37 to 51, and from 95 to 111. For
example, for the second interval the experimenter asked, “Can you count from 37 for me?” If the child
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failed to respond, the experimenter encouraged the child by saying the three consecutive numbers that
come before the starting number. In the above example, the experimenter would say “Let’s count
together. 34, 35, 36” with a rising intonation encouraging the child to continue counting alone. When the
child reached the upper bound of the interval, say 51, the experimenter stopped the child and said, “Thank
you.” We used intervals because many children found reciting the entire count list (from 1) tedious and
boring. The three intervals were chosen based on previous observations (e.g., Gould, 2017), which
demonstrated that children show difficulties counting beyond certain numbers and those numbers include
16, 39, and 109.
In order to quantify children’s knowledge of the regularities in the counting sequence, the Decades
Transition (DT) score was defined. Each child’s DT score was computed as the number of times that the
child passed the decade boundary. The points of decade transition were 19, 39, 49, 99, 109, and each
transition was marked 0 (fail) or 1 (pass) making a maximum of 5 points across all the intervals. One
prevalent idea is that children learn the count list progressively (e.g., they learn the 39-to-40 transition
before the 49-to-50 transition). Consistent with this view, most of our child participants who passed the
higher decade passed the lower decade also, with a single exception (one child passed 99 but not 49).
Thus, we reasoned that the overall competence to produce decade names can be unbiasedly quantified if
each decade transition is treated as an independent item in a test.
Recursion task. This task evaluates the children's comprehension and production of genitives. In this
task, nine slides were presented to each child. Each slide contained fictional characters that have relations
of ownership. On some of the slides, the relation of owner-property is represented by visual elements. In
some cases, the relationship is expressed by leashes and collars, the owner has the leash, and the property
has the collar. In other cases, the relationship is represented using the spatial proximity of the characters.
On each slide, the experimenter explicitly says to the child the type of relations between the characters.
For example, the experimenter says, "Okay, so this time we have a cookie here, and this cookie has a
cookie. And here we have a cupcake, and the cupcake has a cookie. And over, we have some hats. Now,
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the elves want us to give the cupcake's cookie a hat. Can you tell me who the elves asked us to give the
hat to? Can you do that? Good!" Children’s comprehension of genitives was quantified by the number of
correct answers in the task. In English-speaking children, the production of genitives was evaluated using
the same criteria the number of correct answers.
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CHAPTER 3
RESULTS
English speaking children

Counting intervals task

In the interval counting task (see Fig.4), the results showed that English-speaking children
that do not reach the upper bound in the intervals from 37 to 51 and from 95 to 111 tended to
stop on a decade. In the first interval (from 37 to 51), 22 out of 27 children successfully counted
up to the number 51, while four children stopped at the numbers before a new decade (i.e., 39 or
49), and one child stopped at the number 47. In the interval from 95 to 111, 14 out of 28 reach
the upper limit (i.e., 111), and 8 out 28 stopped in the number 109.
Counting production and Gentives comprehension
The results of the Recursion task showed a positive correlation between all the levels of genitives
scores in comprehension and production. However, the measure of the children's knowledge of the
grammar rules (Decade Transition score) of cardinal numbers did not have a relationship with the
genitives variables. These results suggest that in English-speaking children, the comprehension and
production of genitives do not have a relationship with cardinal numbers production, especially passing
the decade boundaries. Results of the Pearson correlation indicated that there was a significant and high
positive association between Production level 3 (P_L3) score and Production Level 2 (P_L2) genitives
scores (r(28) = .71, p < .05), Comprehension level 3 (C_L3) score and Comprehension Level 2 (C_L2)
genitives scores (r(28) = .70, p < .05).
The Interval counting assesses children's understanding of the recursive structure of the cardinal
numbers. Thus, if genitives scores evaluate children's understanding of the recursive structure,
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performance in that task should be highly associated with the performance in the Interval counting task.
We tested this very hypothesis in several regression models. Multiple linear regression analysis was used
to explore the relationship between the DT score and the production/comprehension genitives scores
when the schoool grade is controlled for (see Table 5). A composite score that averaged level 2 and level
3 performance was used for comprehension and production.
Multiple linear regression analysis was used to test if the genitive comprehension is explained by
counting sequence knowledge (DT score) and School Grade. Two models were compared (see Table5),
the results showed that Model 1-comprehension was not significantly different from Model 2comprehension (χ2(1) = 0.129, p = .72). The individual predictors were examined further and indicated
that in model 1, School Grade (t = 2.044, p < .05) was the only significant predictor in the model.
Two models were compared to test if the genitive production is explained by counting sequence
knowledge (DT score) and School Grade. The results showed that Model 1-production was not
significantly different from Model 2-production (χ2(1) = 0.009, p = .923). The individual predictors were
examined further and indicated that in model 1 and model 2, School Grade (t = 3.343, p < .01 and t =
2.792, p < .01, respectively) were the only significant predictors in each model. These results suggest that
the only predictor of genitive comprehension was the school grade.
Composited measure of genitives
A principal component analysis (PCA) was conducted to increase the reliability of the genitives
scores. The results showed that the first component also counts for 70.75% of the variance (see Table 6,
and Figure 6). The second orthogonal component explained 14.37% of the variance.
In PCA results, component 1 was related as general grammatical knowledge of the genitives, this
includes comprehension of recursive sentences, and the production of it. Component 2 was related with
the distinction between comprehension and production. Eigenvalues for production in level 2 and level 3
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were positive in component 2 (see Fig. 6). For production in both levels the eigenvalues were negative. A
composed score was generated using the mean value of the four genitive variables.

Multiple linear regression analysis was used to test if the composed genitive score was explained by
counting sequence knowledge (DT score) and School Grade. Two models were compared (see Table 7),
the results showed that Model 1 was not significantly different from Model 2 (χ2(1) = 0.077, p = .78). The
individual predictors were examined further and indicated that in model 1 (t = 3.014, p < .01) and model 2
(t = 2.625, p < .05), School Grade was the only significant predictor in the models. These results are
consistent with the analysis for the four variables that represented level 2 and 3 for comprehension and
production.
Mandarin speaking children

Counting intervals task
The interval counting task (see Fig.7) showed that Mandarin-speaking children that do not reach the
superior limit of each interval (i.e., 10, 51, 111, 311) tended to stop on cardinal numbers before 100 or in
a new decade (i.e., 39, 49, 99, 109, 289). The most frequent stopping points were 100 (7/30), and 109
(7/30). Another stopping points were 39 (2/30), 99 (2/30), and 289 (2/30).
This result suggests that the children required the knowledge of the grammatical rules of cardinal
numbers in Mandarin. Two stopping points were the most frequent: 1) the number 100 (yī bǎi - 一百),
which comes before 101 (一百零一 – yī bǎi líng yī), and the number 109 (一百零九- yī bǎi líng jiǔ)
which comes before of 110 (一百一十 - yì bǎi yī shí). These stopping points correspond to places in the
counting sequence in which the rules of production changed. The jump from 100 to 101 requires the
inclusion of the lexical element líng (零 – zero), which makes explicit the difference between Hundreds,
Tens, and Ones. In numbers below 100, cardinal numbers in Mandarin have the structure Digit25

Multiplier-Digit. But between 101 and 109, cardinal numbers have the structure Digit-Multiplier-ZeroDigit. The inclusion of líng distinguishes Hundreds of Tens. The second jump between 109 and 110
corresponds to the use of the structure Digit-Multiplier-Digit-(Multiplier).

Counting production and Gentives comprehension
Decade transition scores were used to analyze the relationship between counting production and
genitives comprehension. The results showed that the Decade transition score has a positive and
significant correlation with the scores of both levels of genitives. Results of the Pearson correlation
indicated that there was a significant positive association between DT score and Level 2 genitives scores
(r(30) = .48, p < .05), and Level 3 genitives scores (r(30) = .53, p < .05).
The Interval counting assesses children’s understanding of the recursive structure of the cardinal
numbers. Thus, if genitive scores evaluate children’s understanding of the recursive structure,
performance in that task should be highly associated with the performance in the Interval counting task.
We tested this very hypothesis in several regression models. Multiple linear regression analysis was used
to explore the relationship between the DT score and genitives scores when the Age is controlled for (see
Table 8). Results indicated that there was a significant collective effect between the age, DT score, and
Level 2 genitives (F(2, 27) = 4.137, p < .05, R2 = .178). The individual predictors were examined further
and indicated that only DT score (t = 2.427, p = .022) was a significant predictor in the model (see Table
8, Model 2-Level 2 genitives score). Similarly, there was a significant collective effect between the age,
DT score, and Level 3 genitives (F(2, 27) = 5.347, p < .05, R2 = .231). In the former model (see Table 8,
Model 2-Level 3 genitives score), the DT score was the only significant predictor (t = 2.664, p = .013).
Composited measure of genitives, and age group analysis
A reliability analysis was conducted for the two level of genitive comprehension. The two genitives
scores (i.e., level 2 and level 3) showed an adequate internal reliability with a Cronbach’s alpha of α =
.88. A composite score was calculated using the mean value of both levels. An additional analysis was
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conducted to evaluated if the school group that the children belongs have an effect in the relationship
between DT score and genitives score. Multiple linear regression analysis was used to explore the
relationship between the DT score and genitives scores when Age, Group, and Age*Group interaction is
controlled (see Table 9, and figure 9).
The results indicated that there was not a significant collective effect between the age, DT score,
genitives, Age, Group, and Age*Group interaction (F(4, 25) = 2.45, p = .07, Adj. R2 = .17). The only
significant predictor of the model was DT score (t = 2.25, p = .03, see in Table 9 the Model 1-composited
genitives). These results suggests that the school group was not a significant predictor of the genitive
score.
An additional model was tested to evaluate if the significant collective effect between the age, DT
score, and genitives remained significant when Level 2 and Level 3 were replaced with the composite
score. The results indicated that there was a significant collective effect between the DT score, Age and
genitives composited score (F(2, 27) = 4.14, p = .03, Adj. R2 = .18). The only significant predictor of the
model was DT score (t = 2.43, p = .02, see in Table 9 the Model 2-composited genitives score).
Decade Transitions and Performance in Genitives
The above results indicate that the DT score is a significant predictor of children's genitive scores in
level 2, level 3, and in the composited genitive score. The DT score is a continuous variable that
encapsulated children's knowledge about the grammar rules to produce the counting sequence.
Nonetheless, the intervals evaluated are located in different positions of the sequence, which potentially
implies the comprehension of different grammatical rules. A post hoc analysis was conducted to evaluate
which decade transition has a strong relationship with the genitive score.
A logistic regression analysis was conducted. The dichotomous variable indicating passes in a
decade was used as the dependent variable. A compose score of level 2 and level 3, and age were used as
predictors in the models. Results of the binary logistic regression indicated that there was a significant
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association between age, genitive score, and passing from 99 to 100 (Wald test χ2(3) = 7.5, p < .05). The
individual predictors were examined further and indicated that the genitive score (Z-value = 2.097, p =
.036) and age (Z-value = 2.390, p = .0168) were both significant predictors in the model (see Table 10,
Produce the decade 100). The results showed that for every one-unit change in the genitive score, the
odds of counting from 99 to 100 (versus not passing that decade) increases by a factor of 1.47.
The results in the logistic regression analysis suggest that there is an increment in the probability of
producing cardinal number 100 when the genitive score increase. The production of other decades did not
show a significant relationship with the genitives score, but they showed an association with children's
age.
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CHAPTER 4
DISCUSSION
Number grammar acquisition in English and Mandarin

The results in Mandarin showed that the most frequent stopping points are the cardinal numbers 100
and 109. In English, the most frequent stopping point is the cardinal number 109. In both languages, these
points represent changes in the rules to produce complex numerals. In Mandarin, the number 101 is the
first position in the counting sequence where the lexical element ling (zero – 零) is included. To produce
the number 110, children must inhibit ling and used the Digit one (yì) after the Multiplier hundred (bǎi).
There are two grammatically correct options to finish the production of this number because the
Multiplier ten (shí) is optional to build the decade (19). In English, the cardinal 110 is the first position in
which the decade is embedded in the hundreds.
19) yì bǎi yī (shí)

– 一百一(十)

In Mandarin, the sequence from 1 to 9 is Merge with the syntactic expression that represents ten
(e.g., seventy-six or Qī shí liù). Cardinal number 101 includes the lexical element líng (zero), which
separates the Multiplier (bǎi - Hundred) from the Digit (yī - one). One possible function of this rule is the
implicit distinction between categories or levels of cardinal numbers (i.e., Ones, Tens, Hundreds). Líng is
included a position in the sequence where the numbers are not consecutive in the base ten hierarchy (e.g.,
Hundred-One, Thousand-Ten). In cardinal number 110 (yī bǎi yī (shí)), the Multiplier could be implicit
because shí (ten) is optional. The Ten's Digit represents the Phrase (Merge of Number-Multiplier) because
of the silent Multiplier is immediately inferior in the hierarchy (i.e., Hundred-Ten). The former elements
constitute properties of the cardinal number systems that represent the hierarchy of the base ten number
system.
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In English, the cardinal number 110 is the first position in which a Number different from the lexical
primitives Ones or Digits is Merge with a Number. Numbers from 1 to 100 are compositions of Digits
and Multipliers. Nevertheless, in 110 (one hundred ten), a lexical element that represents a quantity higher
than 9 is Merge with a Phrase (20). This position in the counting sequence is where it is explicit that
Numbers in a lower hierarchical position are embedded in Numbers with a higher hierarchical position.
20) Number[Phrase[one hundred] Number[ten]] .
Relationship between genitives comprehension and production and Counting sequence
production: Comparison between the theoretical hierarchical structures

The results do not show a correlation between genitive comprehension and production and the
cardinal number production in English. Conversely, the results showed a significant association between
the genitives score and cardinal number production in Mandarin. These results do not represent
conclusive evidence for our hypothesis about the relationship between recursion in language and number.
In Mandarin, preschooler’s production of cardinal numbers was associated with the comprehension
of 2nd and 3rd level recursive genitives, even after controlling for age. One possible explanation for this
phenomenon, consistent with our hypothesis, is that children use the same abstract, indirect recursive
representation for both cardinal numbers and genitives.
In cardinal numbers and recursive genitives, the number of lexical elements and labels is limited. In
cardinal numbers, the lexical items Digit and Multiplier and the categories Phrase and Number are used
(see Fig 10 right ). In genitives, the lexical items POSS, DET, and N and the labels DP, PossP, and NP are
used (see Fig 10 left). The critical factor in producing and understanding these type of structures are,
therefore, the relationship between components. In both cases, the categories that define the structure are
built using indirect recursion. In genitives, the DP is projected in PossP and NP, and PossP projects DP.
In cardinal numbers, The category Number is projected in Phrase and Number, which is direct recursion.
The category Phrase is projected in Number; this step corresponds to the indirect recursion of Number.
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These types of self-embedding structures that used indirect recursion are not too common in natural
language. Mastering the use of indirect recursion in structures with a limited set of categories could be the
explanation for the relationship between cardinal numbers and genitives.
In a post hoc analysis, the relationship between the comprehension of genitives and the production of
cardinal numbers was evaluated using logistic regression analysis. The results showed that the genitive
score is a predictor of the production of the cardinal number 100 (yì bǎi) but not of the production of
others decades. The production of this decade corresponds to the first cardinal number in the mandarin
counting sequence in which the Digit (yì) Multiplier (bǎi) relationship (yì bǎi) is used with a multiplier
different from 10 (shí). Maybe children must generalized the grammatical knowledge that they use in
decades (Merge of Digit-Multiplier) before they are capable of applying it in hundreds. Children that
produce the cardinal number one hundred tend to have high scores in both levels of the genitive tasks.
The relationship between genitives and cardinal numbers was not found in English-speaking
children. A potential explanation is the individual variability of this sample. In English study, children
from preschool to 4th grade were tested. Maybe the relationship is strong in the early stages of children's
acquisition of genitives and cardinal numbers. An additional analysis that supports this idea is the effect
of the children's school grade. In these children, the school grade was a good predictor of their
performance in comprehension and production of genitives. In Mandarin, neither the school group or the
age were predictors of genitive comprehension.
Limitations

The results of the study showed a lack of correlation between cardinal number production and
genitives comprehension and production in English-speaking children. Besides this result, a series of
theoretical and methodological limitations must be analyzed. From the theoretical point of view, working
memory (WM) is one of the general domain capacities that is associated with the performance in
children's language acquisition (Arslan, Hohenberger, & Verbrugge, 2017) and performance in the
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mathematical domain (Bull, Espy, & Wiebe, 2008; Friso-Van Den Bos, Van Der Ven, Kroesbergen, &
Van Luit, 2013; Geary, Hoard, Byrd-Craven, Nugent, & Numtee, 2007; Gimbert, Camos, Gentaz, &
Mazens, 2019; Libertus, Feigenson, & Halberda, 2013). In this study, children's WM capacity was not
measured. From the methodological perspective, the task used to evaluate genitives has a structure that
could help the children to produce correct answers without using recursion. Finally, a third potential
problem could be the interaction of WM and task structure.
From the perspective of general capacities, WM could be a third factor that explains the relationship
between genitives and cardinal numbers in Mandarin-speaking children. In 4 and 8-year-old children,
previous studies showed that there is an association between WM and math performance. Gimbert et al.
(2019) showed that the relationship between Verbal Working Memory (VWM) and math achievement
improves between age 5 and age 7. Geary et al. (2007) found that Visuo-Spatial Working Memory
(VSWM) and VWM are predictors of the mathematical performance in 7-year-old children. Arslan et al.
(2017) provided another essential piece of evidence about the relationship between WM and recursion.
They showed that 4 to 8 years-old children with a higher span in a Verbal Working Memory task tend to
obtain higher scores when they were evaluated in a second-order relative clauses task. These elements
suggest that WM is a general capacity that must be controlled in order to understand the relationship
between cardinal numbers and recursion.
From the methodological perspective, the structure of the task used could facilitate the children's
performance. Each item contained two sets of characters that are linked for leashes and collars (see Fig.
11). The figures presented in each set have the same identities (i.e., In Fig. 11, the nouns cookie, snake,
lion, and robot), but its spatial position is different. In the correct answer, the character's spatial position
has correspondence with the serial position in the sentence used to evaluate the comprehension. For
example, if the researcher asks the child, "could you give a leaf to the robot's lion's snake's cookie" (see
Fig. 11) the series of nouns (i.e., robot lion snake cookie) only have one to one correspondence with the
set on the top (Fig. 11 top). The other collection does not follow the same correspondence one to one
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pattern (Fig. 11 bottom). This characteristic in the stimuli could trigger children's correct answers because
they could follow the series of nouns instead of comprehending the recursive structure of the sentences.
Conclusion

The results in this study are inconclusive about the relationship of recursion in cardinal numbers and
language. However, some exciting elements are worth considering for future research.
The children's stopping points more frequent in Mandarin and English are 100 and 109, respectively.
These points correspond to positions in the counting sequences in which there is a change of the syntactic
rules to produce the cardinal numbers. Additionally, these changes represent differences in the hierarchy
of the levels of the base 10 number system. An interesting perspective for future research is to explore the
relationship between the production of these transitions and the comprehension of the base-10 number
system properties.
The results in Mandarin-speaking children suggest that there could be a relationship between
cardinal number production and genitive comprehension. This relationship could be the expression of the
comprehension of the hierarchical structure of genitives and cardinal numbers. In Mandarin-speaking
children, the most influential association between a high score in genitives and cardinal numbers where
located in the cardinal number 100. A higher score predicts the production of this numeral. Nevertheless,
more experimental controls are required to conduct future explorations. For example, general domain
capacities as WM must be controlled. An alternative hypothesis about the relationship between language
and number must be tested (i.e., recursion vs. conjunction). Finally, the stimuli used in the genitive task
must be redesigned to avoid the correspondence one to one between verbal sequence and spatial position.
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APPENDIX A
FIGURES

Figure 1. Phrase Structure Rules (Left) and Hierarchical Tree Representation (Right) of the Cardinal
Number 2600.

Figure 2. Phrase structure rules for TEENS. Adapted from Hurford (1975).

Figure 3. Indirect recursion of the category number in the cardinal number two hundred (a). Indirect and
direct recursion of the category number in the cardinal number two hundred one (b).
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Figure 4. Highest number reached within the intervals from 37 to 51 and from 95 to 111 in the IntervalCounting task. Children who counted up to 51 and 111 were stopped by the experimenter as that was the
last number in that interval.

Figure 5. Correlation matrix between numerical and linguistic variables. The variables measures
correspond to genitives comprehension (C) and production (P) at level 2 (L2) and level 3 (L3). Numbers
in the squares represent Pearson correlation coefficient. The blue squares represent p < .05.
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Figure 6. Principal component analysis. The left plot (Scree plot) represents the percentage of explained
variance for the components. The right plot represents the coordinates of the variables in components 1
and 2.

Figure 7. Highest number reached in the Interval-Counting task. The cardinal number 111 is the highest
number in the three intervals evaluated.
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Figure 8. Correlation between counting (DT scores), Genitives, and Age. The variables measures
correspond to genitives comprehension at level 2 (Level 2) and level 3 (Level 3). Numbers in the squares
represent Pearson correlation coefficient. The blue squares represent p < .05.

Figure 9. Linear relationship between decade transition score and the composed genitive comprehension
score.
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Figure 10. Hierarchical tree representation of the cardinal number 101 in Mandarin (left), and one level
genitive in English(right).

Figure 11. Example of the items in the genitive task.
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APPENDIX B
TABLES
Table 1 . Cardinal numbers between 0 and 9 in Mandarin, English and Spanish
Cardinal
Value
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Mandarin
Digit
líng
yī
èr
sān
sì
wǔ
liù
qī
bā
jiǔ

English
Digit
zero
one
two
three
four
five
six
seven
eight
nine

Spanish
Digit
cero
uno
dos
tres
cuatro
cinco
seis
siete
ocho
nueve

Table 2. Cardinal numbers between 10 and 19 in Mandarin, English and Spanish
Cardinal
Value
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Mandarin
Multiplier
Digit
shí
shí
yī
shí
èr
shí
sān
shí
sì
shí
wǔ
shí
liù
shí
qī
shí
bā
shí
jiǔ

Digit
ten
eleven
twelve
thirforfifsixseveneighnine-

English
Multiplier

teen
teen
teen
teen
teen
teen
teen

Spanish
Multiplier
Digit
diez
once
doce
trece
catorce
quince
dieciseis
diecisiete
dieciocho
diecinueve

Table 3. Cardinal numbers between 10 and 90 in Mandarin, English and Spanish
Cardinal
Value
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

Mandarin
Digit
Multiplier
yī
shí
èr
shí
sān
shí
sì
shí
wǔ
shí
liù
shí
qī
shí
bā
shí
jiǔ
shí

Digit
ten
twenthirforfifsixseveneighnine-
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English
Multiplier
ty
ty
ty
ty
ty
ty
ty
ty

Digit

Spanish
Multiplier

vetrecuarcincusessetochnov-

inte
inta
enta
enta
enta
enta
enta
enta

Table 4. Cardinal numbers between 100 and 110 in Mandarin, English and Spanish
Cardinal
Value
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110

Digit
yī
yī
yī
yī
yī
yī
yī
yī
yī
yī
yī

Mandarin
Multiplier
Zero
bǎi
bǎi
líng
bǎi
líng
bǎi
líng
bǎi
líng
bǎi
líng
bǎi
líng
bǎi
líng
bǎi
líng
bǎi
líng
bǎi

Digit
yī
èr
sān
sì
wǔ
liù
qī
bā
jiǔ
yī

Digit
one
one
one
one
one
one
one
one
one
one
one

English
Multiplier
hundred
hundred
hundred
hundred
hundred
hundred
hundred
hundred
hundred
hundred
hundred

Digit
one
two
three
four
five
six
seven
eight
nine
ten

Spanish
Multiplier
Digit
cien
ciento
uno
ciento
dos
ciento
tres
ciento
cuatro
ciento
cinco
ciento
seis
ciento
siete
ciento
ocho
ciento
nueve
ciento
diez

Table 5. Regression models with the Genitives score as the dependent variable
Estimate
S.E.
t
Model 1- Comprehension genitives scores (Adjusted R-square = 0.090)
0.4463
0.339
1.318
β0 (Intercept)
0.1976
0.097
2.044
β1 (Grade)
Model 2 - Comprehension genitives scores (Adjusted R-square = 0.064)
0.5216
0.402
1.297
β0 (Intercept)
0.2210
0.118
1.877
β1 (Grade)
-0.0376
0.104
-0.360
β2 (DT)
Model 1-Production genitives scores (Adjusted R-square = 0.241)
-0.2945
0.278
-1.062
β0 (Intercept)
0.2647
0.079
3.343
β1 (Grade)
Model 2-Production genitives scores (Adjusted R-square = 0.216)
-0.2778
0.330
-0.842
β0 (Intercept)
0.2699
0.097
2.792
β1 (Grade)
-0.0083
0.086
-0.097
β2 (DT)
*
**
p < .05, p < .01
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P
.197
.049*
.204
.070
.721
.297
.002*
.407
.009**
.923

Table 6. Amount of variance associated with each component
Eigenvalue
Component 1
Component 2
Component 3
Component 4

2.82
0.57
0.34
0.26

Variance
Percent
70.75
14.37
8.42
6.46

Cumulative Variance
Percent
70.75
85.12
93.54
100

Table 7. Regression models with the Genitives score as the dependent variable

β0 (Intercept)
β1 (Grade)
β0 (Intercept)
β1 (Grade)
β2 (DT)
p <.05

Estimate
S.E.
t
Model 1 - Compose genitives score (Adjusted R-square = 0.2017)
0.0380
0.134
0.282
0.1156
0.038
3.014
Model 2 - Compose genitives score (Adjusted R-square = 0.1722)
0.0609
0.160
0.382
0.1227
0.047
2.625
-0.0115
0.041
-0.277

P
.780
.005*
.705
.014*
.784

Table 8. Regression models with the Genitives score as the dependent variable

β0 (Intercept)
β1 (Age)
β0 (Intercept)
β1 (Age)
β2 (DT)
β0 (Intercept)
β1 (Age)
β0 (Intercept)
β1 (Age)
β2 (DT)
*
p < .05

Estimate
S.E.
t
Model 1-Level 2 genitives scores (Adjusted R-square = 0.034)
1.0614
1.716
0.618
0.4589
0.322
1.424
Model 2-Level 2 genitives scores (Adjusted R-square = 0178)
1.9537
1.625
1.202
-0.0722
0.369
-0.196
0.4082
0.168
2.427
Model 1-Level 3 genitives scores (Adjusted R-square = 0.063)
0.3230
1.602
0.202
0.5171
0.301
1.719
Model 2-Level 3 genitives scores (Adjusted R-square = 0.221)
1.2207
1.490
0.819
-0.0172
0.338
-0.051
0.4107
0.154
2.664
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P
.541
.165
.239
.846
.022*
.842
.097.
.420
.600
.013*

Table 9. Regression models with the Genitives score as the dependent variable
Estimate
S.E.
t
Model 1-composited genitives score (Adjusted R-square = 0.17)
6.99
7.88
0.89
β0 (Intercept)
0.38
0.17
2.25
β1 (DT)
-1.36
1.98
-0.69
β2 (Age)
2.00
10.44
0.19
β3 (Group)
0.13
2.30
0.06
β4 (Age ∗ Group)
Model 2-composited genitives score (Adjusted R-square = 0.18)
1.95
1.63
1.20
β0 (Intercept)
0.41
0.17
2.43
β1 (DT)
-0.07
0.37
-0.20
β2 (Age)
* p < .05

P
.38
.03*
.50
.85
.96
.24
.02*
.85

Table 10. Logistic regression models with the production of the decades as the dependent variable
Estimate

S.E.

Z value

p

Odds

𝐖𝐚𝐥𝐝 𝐭𝐞𝐬𝐭 𝐏𝐬𝐞𝐮𝐝𝐨 𝐑𝟐
𝛘𝟐 (𝐩)
(𝐓𝐣𝐮𝐫)

Produce the decade 40
Intercept
Composed Genitive Score
Age

-7.80
0.36
1.51

3.60
0.22
0.70

Intercept
Composed Genitive Score
Age

-8.98
0.33
1.73

3.62
0.22
0.69

Intercept
Composed Genitive Score
Age

-8.17
0.38
1.31

3.11
0.18
0.55

-2.16
1.617
2.167

.0304*
.1059
.0302*

4.09e-4
1.43
4.52

7.0 (.072)

.38

1.26e-4
1.39
5.63

7.5 (.059)

.45

2.81e-4
1.47
3.69

8.7 (033*)

.47

1.56e-10 4.2 (.240)
3.65
5.96

.47

4.66e-9
4.24
2.11

.25

Produce the decade 50

-2.478
1.497
2.488

.0132*
.1344
.0128*

Produce the decade100

-2.628
2.097
2.390

.0086**
.0360*
.0168*

Produce the decade 110
Intercept
Composed Genitive Score
Age

-22.58
1.29
1.78

12.09
0.76
1.69

Intercept
-19.18
Composed Genitive Score
1.44
Age
0.74
*
**
***
p < .05; p < .01; p < .001

12.32
1.14
1.57

-1.87
1.71
1.06

.0618
.0874
.2911

Produce the decade 290

-1.56
1.26
0.48
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.120
.207
.635

4.4 (.220)
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